COLORING WITH

GREEN BRONX MACHINE

Watch Let's Learn NYC on
Green Bronx Machine's YouTube channel
COLORING WITH GREEN BRONX MACHINE

Episode 1 - Growing Food All Year - Premieres April 6

Join Mr. Ritz and his friend, Leslie the Ladybug, as they learn how seeds grow into food!

For Full Episodes, SUBSCRIBE to youtube.com/greenbronxmachine
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Episode 2 - Meet a Dinosaur - Premieres April 13

Join Mr. Ritz and his friend, Patti the Pigeon, as they explore dinosaurs at the American Museum of Natural History!

For Full Episodes, SUBSCRIBE to youtube.com/greenbronxmachine
Episode 3 - Explore the Ocean - Premieres April 28
Join Mr. Ritz as he explores ocean environments at the American Museum of Natural History and helps Sammy the Shark find his way home.

For Full Episodes, SUBSCRIBE to youtube.com/greenbronxmachine
Episode 4 - Meet More Mammals - Premieres May 5

Join Mr. Ritz and Bobby Bear as they learn about mammals at the American Museum of Natural History!

For Full Episodes, SUBSCRIBE to youtube.com/greenbronxmachine
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Episode 5 - Into the Woods - Premieres May 10
Join Mr. Ritz, General Sequoia, and Sam the Squirrel to learn about the forest and help calculate the width and height of the biggest tree on Earth.

For Full Episodes, SUBSCRIBE to youtube.com/greenbronxmachine
Mr. Met, the mascot of the New York Mets baseball team, visits Mr. Ritz in his classroom to teach him how to dance.
Episode 7 - Mind Reading - Premiere TBD
Mr. Ritz and his friend Jason Latimer - World Champion of Magic use the scientific method to break down the magic of mind reading. Can you design your own experiment?

For Full Episodes, SUBSCRIBE to youtube.com/greenbronxmachine
Episode 8 - Explore Density - Premiere TBD
Mr. Ritz and his friend Jason Latimer - World Champion of Magic make drawings come to life. Explore the impossible science of density and capillary action.

For Full Episodes, SUBSCRIBE to youtube.com/greenbronxmachine